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i  Page is VERY text-heavy and daunting.  Is there any way to break this 
up?  Maybe pull out the example in a text box?  Or enlarge and bold 
the first couple of words in every paragraph (i.e., In the Arid west…).  
Also, maybe move the headers to the actual header portion of the 
page (above the black line and over the picture). I think this page 
should boldly state the time and location impact that is so well 
represented througout the document. 

Introduction section was spread out onto two pages.  
Added photograph, and placed example in text box.  All 
section names moved into header line. Time and location 
impact reinforced in other sections of document. 

i i In 1st column, 2nd paragraph, Replace "it turns out that…" with "as 
irrigators understand, a great deal…."

Change made as suggested

i i 1st column, 2nd paragraph, maybe replace "this seepage plays an 
important role" with "What is becoming more clear is the important 
role this seepage plays"

Sentence reworded to "It is becoming clear that this 
seepage plays an important role in recharging the 
groundwater supply"

i i I would recommend a careful review of {the wording at the top of 
column 2} by Dr. Van Kirk.  The continued legal battles regarding the 
effect of irrigation practices and groundwater pumping on 
downstream user water rights makes this a touchy subject.  You might 
soften this a bit; maybe instead of " This caused flows to drop, you 
could say "This appears to have caused flows to drop..."

Section reviewed and reworded as suggested

i ii photo of Tetons, is it supposed to be backwards? Photo orientation corrected.
ii All Call them "Sections" instead of "chapters".  Chapters usually have page 

breaks
"Chapters" changed to "sections"

ii 1 It's a very scenic picture of canal, but wouldn't it be more interesting 
to use a canal that was in one of the four irrigated areas modeled in 
the study?

Replaced with photo of Enterprise Canal near Chester, 
which is in the study area.

1 Break up second paragraph into 2 paragraphs to balance text on page Change made as suggested
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1 1 1st column, 2nd paragraph: Maybe a more descriptive sentence would 
be: "Additional springs feed tributaries further downstream and 
continue....."

Change made as suggested

2 2 Revise diagram to reflect seepage from irrigated ag and lawns, in 
addition to canals

Diagram now shows seepage below lawns, sprinkler 
agriculture, and flood agriculture, in addition to canals

2 2 Title this something like, "the water cycle".  Added title:"Water Movement in the Henry's Fork 
Watershed" 

2 2 In text box upper left, replace "boosts" with "helps maintain" Sentence now reads, "When water moves down from the 
surface into the ground, it helps maintain the water 
table."

2 2 Re: "irrigated agriculture" picture: Is this supposed to represent 
"flood" irrigation and if so, should it be labeled as such? This would 
contrast with the sprinkler irrigation for which there is no groundwater 
seepage (maybe show at least one arrow there?).

Flood irrigation area differentiated from sprinkler 
irrigation area in graphic; more arrows added to flood 
irrigaton area to represent higher seepage rate.

2 2 RE: spring: Might be more "visually accurate" to show the spring-fed 
stream originating at the base of the mountains (near the trees in this 
case) and the blue line of the "mountain stream" extending further up 
into the mountains? Or you could just switch the two labels?

Graphic changed to more accurately represent spring, 
spring fed stream, and mountain stream

3 4 On page 3 of the document, there is a blurb that explains what an acre-
foot of water is.  In this section, it states that one AF is equivalent to 
828 billion gallons, which is not exactly accurate.  That figure should be 
325,851 gallons, roughly.  

Changed to the correct figure: 325,900 gallons (rounded 
to nearest 100)

3 5 How Much Water do we Use – is 287,000 correct, or should it be 
297,000?  Also the acre-foot definition in the box, probably already 
corrected.

Changed to 297,000
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6 8 Insert as first sentence, "The findings of this study suggest that the 
primary effect of these changes is on the LOCATION AND TIMING of 
water availability.  The effect on overall water quantity is minimal."

First sentence on page 8 now reads: The findings of this 
study suggest that managing water for irrigation in the 
Henry’s Fork Watershed primarily affects the timing and 
physical location of water as it moves through the 
watershed."

6 8 Delete, "looking at the numbers this way, we might be tempted to 
think humans have had only a moderate effect on water supply.  After 
all, "

Sentence deleted

6 8 In "above the ground" section: "If you could add a paragraph that 
describes a positive impact of irrigation that would help balance.  this 
paragraph  maybe something (assuming this is true) like:

In other parts of the watershed, the return flow from irrigation (I think 
that is the case in the Lower Teton?) or regular discharge from water 
storage reservoirs (Mike Rasmussen told me that regular discharge 
from a storage reservoir helped maintain a fishery) has helped 
maintain fisheries by augmenting flows during low flow periods that 
might have otherwise been detrimental to the population.

Subheadings have been removed, and the order of the 
the two paragraphs was reversed.  Impacts of irrigation 
on groundwater are discussed first.  A sentence was 
added at the end of this paragraph stating, "In other 
stream
reaches, irrigation return flow and/or release of irrigation 
water from upstream storage reservoirs can increase the 
amount of water available for fish, wildlife and water 
users at certain times of the year."  The next paragraph 
discusses reduction of flow in some streams due to 
diversion. 

6 8 Bold "in summary" same way "above the ground" and "beneath our 
feet" are

Subheadings were removed from this section when 
revisions described above were made. 
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6 8 in "Beneath our Feet": Because the example given in the previous 
sentence is the main stem of the Henrys Fork, then brook trout should 
be omitted from this sentence. Brook trout have not benefited in the 
lower Henrys Fork, i.e., they are very rare in this part of the river. If 
you want to change the example to the Teton River in the valley and 
lower ends of tributary streams there, then you can keep brook trout. 
However, brook trout are mostly found throughout headwater 
streams in the watershed.

Removed references to all specific species of trout.

6 8 Figure box, Total Recharge, is it  1,213,112  or 1,213,111? Changed to 1,213,112.  This was an artifact of rounding in 
the spreadsheet.

7 9 every time it says a "human" caused a problem it's an opportunity for 
a reader to be offended.  maybe just leave out that reference.

Changed "human use and management of water" to "use 
and management of water".  Similar wording changes 
were made elsewhere.

7 3, 9 In "the economic impact of trout", re: 2nd sentence:The study 
conducted by John Loomis (2005) cites $29 million/year and 851 jobs 
just for the Henrys Fork (including Henrys Lake). Are these larger 
numbers from IDFG study (2004) by county? If so, then it would be 
good to provide a general reference to where these numbers have 
come from and that it is a total for all three counties in the watershed. 
The Loomis study has been misquoted by many people. Having 
different figures cited from the same study has been used by those 
who want to discredit the Loomis study,its results, and its conclusions. 
Having a different number cited here, without a reference, may again 
provide fodder for those who want to downplay the economic 
contribution of fishing. 

The document was revised to reflect the figures stated in 
this comment, which were attributed to Colorado State 
University. Figures were moved to page 3, in the section 
on water availability, rather than being used in the trout 
section.  Comparable figures for agriculture were also 
added to the same paragraph in that section.  As a result, 
the subsection heading was changed from "Economic 
importance..." to "Trout and their habitats."
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7 9 In "yellowstone cutthroat trout", re: 1st sentence: This statement may 
not be entirely accurate, i.e., these three non-native species on their 
own are not more widespread (stream miles inhabited) or abundant 
(number of individuals) than YCT. In total for all three non-native trout 
then this would be true. Also, because this subheader is "YCT" then 
maybe it's best to start off the paragraph with the fourth sentence 
here: "The only trout native....." The sentence thereafter talks about 
nonnative trout and then maybe the first three sentences are not 
needed?

Beginning of this section reworded as follows: "The only 
trout native to the Henry’s Fork Watershed is the 
Yellowstone cutthroat trout, which is one of the 13 
subspecies of cutthroat trout native to the United States. 
For a variety of reasons, cutthroat trout are not as 
widespread and abundant in the Henry’s Fork Watershed 
as nonnative trout, which include rainbow, brook, and 
brown trout.

8 10 Importance of cottonwood groves for dissipating flood energy Inserted sentence, "Riparian cottonwoods also play an 
important role in dissipating energy and anchoring stream 
banks during flood events."

8 10 Italicize species of concern Change made as suggested
9 12 Change "a gap in governance" to "Challenges in Water Management" Change made as suggested

9 12 Change the sentence that begins, "researchers across the west have 
identified a gap" to "As land-use decision makers and water managers 
know, there is often a governance gap when it comes to coordination 
between these two groups."

Change made as suggested

10 13 in lawns vs. crops section, delete "contrary to popular belief"  "contrary to popular belief" wording deleted
10 13 in lawns vs. crops section, include some bounds or averages so that a 

reader won't try to discredit the study because they think this can't be 
right.

This section was rewritten to  include full details on the 
data sources, sample size, variability and results. 
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10 13 in 2nd paragraph of "lawns vs crops", maybe change "in most cases" to 
"often" or "sometimes" unless you have lots of data I am unaware of. 
The subdivision I live in (within the henry's fork watershed) did not 
convey water rights/ canal shares to lot owners.  It has been my 
experience that such transfer is somewhat inconsistent. 

In some cases, when previously irrigated land is 
developed, the water rights or canal shares associated 
with the land are transferred with
ownership. However, in other cases, the surface water 
goes unused, and homeowners end up irrigating lawns 
with ground water intended for
domestic use."

10 14 Edit 2nd column to say something like "Residents may not realize that 
using more surface water than they are legally entitled to can make it 
more difficult for downstream users to get what they are entitled to 
and..."

Edited to read, "Residents may not realize that using more 
surface water than they are legally entitled to can make it 
more difficult for downstream users to use their water 
rights, and can further reduce
flows in tributary streams.

12 15 On page 12, there is a discussion of winter flows below Island Park.  
There are some adjustments that should be made here.  In the second 
paragraph, the last sentence says flows in the mid-to late winter 
period are most critical to trout survival.  This should actually read 
flows in the early to mid winter period are most critical.  This 

Change made as suggested

12 15 Change format so that introduction section (two stream reaches: two 
strategies) runs horizontally across both columns at the top of the 
page.  Then, each story is in its own column below. 

Change made as suggested
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12 15 In Henry's Fork below Island park story, "The Henry's Fork also sustains 
a highly productive agricultural region including ____ acres of irrigated 
land.  Consistent with other findings of the report, the balance for 
these resource uses came down to TIMING AND LOCATION of flow."

Figures regarding the economic value of agriculture were 
added to section 2.  In this section, added text: "The 
Henry's Fork also sustains more than  250,000 acres of 
highly productive irrigated agricultural land.  Consistent 
with other findings of this report, balancing these 
seemingly competing uses comes down to cooperation 
between stakeholders to carefully manage the timing and 
location of flow." 

12 15 Move "there is one critical limiting factor" sentence to next paragraph Deleted sentence to flow better with other changes 
suggested in this section

12 15 Replace "unfortunately for juvenile wild trout" section with something 
that shows the challenge for reservoir managers.  this sets it up as a 
challenge for both needs and further highlights the success of 
collaboration. possible text:

"For the reservoir managers to be able to meet their obligations to 
supply water to irrigators, it is imperative that they have the ability to 
capture water during non-irrigation periods and have flexibility to 
operate the facility so they can fill sufficiently to avoid a shortage or 
discharge to avoid overfilling.  Because of the unpredictable nature of 
inflow, this can be very challenging. "

Added the suggested sentence
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12 15 2nd column, 1st paragraph: The management of IP Reservoir was not 
transferred with the Conveyance Act (2003) or BOR's FONSI/EA (2004). 
BOR still owns IP Reservoir and manages it. However, the Act did 
stipulate that a Drought Management Plan be prepared (2005) and 
implemented and this is the mechanism that has provided for the 
needs of wild trout below the reservoir. I would suggest that the 
sentences be written: "In 2003, the Department of the Interior 
required that a drought management plan be prepared for the Henrys 
Fork watershed. Since that time, BOR and Fremont-Madison Irrigation 
District have been working closely......"

Reworded text as suggested

13 16 1st column, 2nd paragraph, replace "do not differ" with replace with 
"are quite similar, on average, regardless of…"

Change made as suggested

13 16 1st column, 2nd paragraph, replace "as a result, development has" 
with "It is therefore important to carefully plan land use to avoid..."

Change made as suggested

13 16 right column, second para – “However, as reflected in the stories on 
this page – should this read previous page?

Correct page is now referred to

14 17 Change "record all canal infrastructure…" to "Document and publish 
canal infrastructure and record easements when possible."

Change made as suggested
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14 17-20 Bold and increase type on first order paragraphs, and do not include 
check box (Incorporate representative water users, water resource 
managers, and water resource dependant businesses into planning 
efforst by):.  Indent and keep check boxes by second order paragraphs. 

Change made as suggested

14 17 Start second sentence with "Determining community wide priorities 
for….

Change made as suggested

14 17 Start third sentence with "Offering educational materials, 
workshops,…..

Change made as suggested

22 24 Use new HFF logo Old logo replaced with new logo
general Need a long-term outreach plan to ensure the booklet is used.  

Perhaps Yellowstone Business Partnership could help via HUD 
Sustainable Communities grant 

Addressed in Watershed Council meeting 1/10/12

general Booklet could be tightened up, could benefit from an editor.  Some 
writing could be shortened
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general Tone has improved but still needs finesse to be balanced between 
ag/industry/business and ecology/fish.  Consensus to approve IF tone 
adapted.  Examples: p. 10: residential over-use reduces flows… 
neglects issue of stealing of someone else's water.  Ch 3 reads as 
"irrigation hurts fish".  Incorporate financial/economic contributions of 
ag to ID. Ch 4 reads as "humans hurt fish".  Ch. 5 "gaps in governance".  
P. 3, there is value to water not consumed: outflow of system provides 
water for habitat and irrigation use downstream..  P. 12 change tone 
to focus on timing and importance of flow for both fish AND ag; water 
management has evoloved over time; gates were previously kept 
closed because that's what contract required. 

Addressed as described in response to numerous 
comments above.  Added sentence on page 5: "Water 
passing out of the Henry’s Fork Watershed provides 
benefits all the way through the system, from instream 
fish and wildlife habitat, to storage and use by water 
rights holders downstream."  We received comments that 
the first draft was both "too fish-oriented" and "too 
development-oriented," indicating that we were close to 
achieving neutrality with that version.  However, changes 
in wording, organization, and content made in response 
to the Council's input contributed greatly to a more 
neutral document.

general Consensus to approve w/caveats.  A)Rob's finding that overall 
diversions have declined should be mentioned.  B)highlight base 
period.  C)p. 1 "Almost all through GW" -- soften. D) Citations -- 
reference period of record.  P. 10: Development use and ag use same -- 
needs some acknowledgement of variability -- bounds.  emphasize 
theme of GW vs SW exchange effects.  p. 5: point to returns.  Below all 
graphs -- add website for reference to methods, more information.  p. 
3  af calculation not correct.

Added box on page 3 entitled "Quantifying Water 
Availability and Use." This section now details the study's 
data sources, modeling time frame, and focus, and also 
addresses the unsuitability of of the information for 
administrative purposes.  The box also includes an 
estimate of uncertainty and a link to the project web site, 
on which all of the technical details are posted. 
Uncertainty in lawns vs crops included in appropriate 
section, as outlined above.  Wording was changed on 
page 7 to emphasize reduction in diversion over time. 

general More emphasis on change in timing and location.  Emphasize west side 
of Teton Valley ommitted from model -- not suitable for 
administration

Added text on page 3 addressing unsuitability of data for 
administration. "Timing and location" wording added in 
several places throughout document. 
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